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Abstract—We propose a class of real-time data access protocols called SSP (Similarity Stack Protocol). The correctness of SSP

schedules is justified by the concept of similarity which allows different but sufficiently timely data to be used in a computation without

adversely affecting the outcome. SSP schedules are deadlock-free, subject to limited blocking, and do not use locks. We give a

schedulability bound for SSP and also report simulation results which show that SSP is especially useful for scheduling real-time data

access on multiprocessor systems. Finally, we present a variation of SSP which can be implemented in an autonomous fashion in the

sense that scheduling decisions can be made with local information only.

Index Terms—Real-time databases, concurrency control, real-time data access, data similarity, �-serializability, distributed data

management, process scheduling.
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1 INTRODUCTION

A number of researchers have studied the problem of
meeting the timing requirements of applications while

preserving data consistency. Not only must real-time
transactions preserve properties such as data consistency,
they must also meet the timing constraints that specify the
recency of data. Conventional database systems are usually
not used in real-time applications, owing to their poor
performance and the lack of predictability in the timeliness
of the transactions [5].

Theories and practice that apply to conventional data-
bases do not directly apply to databases that deal with real-
time data constantly on the change. This is mainly caused
by the existence of an external environment that imposes
new relations between the data objects in the database and
the real-world objects they model [17], [20]. The validity of
data in a real-time database usually degrades with time.

It has been recognized by a number of researchers that
the notion of serializability is too strict a correctness
criterion for concurrency control in accessing real-time
data. In avionics software, for example, the precision of an
answer to a query involving sensor data is often acceptable
as long as the data is sufficiently timely, even though
updates are sometimes performed in violation of the usual
serializability criterion. Instead of read/write locks, a
“cyclic executive” is routinely used in these applications
to enforce a set of timing constraints on data access which in
turn guarantees data consistency, the usual database lock-
ing protocols being too inefficient for the purpose.1

Obviously, violation of serializability must be justified in
the context of the semantics of the application domain. In
[14], [15], we explored a weaker correctness criterion for
concurrency control in real-time transactions, namely, the
notion of “similarity.”

Similarity is a binary relation on the domain of a data
object. Every similarity relation is reflexive and symmetric,
but not necessarily transitive. In a schedule, we say that two
event instances are similar if they are of the same type
(read/write) and access similar values of the same data
object. The concept of similarity can be used to extend the
usual correctness criteria for transaction scheduling. The
main difficulty in these extensions is that similarity is in
general not a transitive relation. This poses a limit on how
events can be swapped in a schedule and complicates the
usual notion of equivalence among schedules. By making
use of the depth of data dependency in transaction
schedules, we introduced in [14], [15] the notion of strong
similarity and showed how it can be used to establish
equivalence among schedules that permits a restricted form
of event swapping. Our results justify the weaker notion of
correctness that has been employed on an ad hoc basis in
many real-time applications where the state information is
“volatile” and the value of data depends on its timeliness.
Similarity is also closely related to the important idea of
imprecise computation in real-time systems [19] and to the
idea of partial computation for databases [7]. An example of
using the idea of similarity is to drop similar frames in
video streams to reduce system workload while maintain-
ing the quality of service in video playing.

Having thus provided a semantic foundation for acces-
sing real-time data, an obvious question is how the notion
of similarity relates to real-time transaction scheduling. As
one might expect, the flexibility in scheduling read/write
events introduced by similarity relaxes the scheduling
problem since more write events can be deferred and some
read events can be scheduled ahead of the latest write
events. In this paper, we examine a class of scheduling
policies which we call Similarity Stack Protocol (SSP) whose
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correctness is justified by similarity. The SSP protocol can
significantly improve the schedulability of real-time trans-
action workloads on multiprocessor systems. Our perfor-
mance studies are fundamentally different from past
reports on analytic and simulation results in meeting
transaction deadlines (e.g., [1], [10], [11], [24], [30]) in that
unlike previous studies, we do not assume serializability as
the correctness criterion for database consistency.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2,
we summarize the similarity concept and the correctness
criterion in [14], [15]. Section 3 describes the SSP scheduling
policy based on the similarity concept and discusses some
of its properties. Section 4 describes some simulation
experiments and presents performance results which
compare SSP with the well-known PCP and SRP protocols.
Section 5 presents a modification of SSP which allows
independent scheduling of transactions across processors
under reasonable assumptions. Section 6 is the conclusion.

2 SYSTEM MODEL, SIMILARITY, AND

CORRECTNESS CRITERION

In this section, we give a summary of the essential concepts
in concurrency control of real-time transactions and the
semantics of data similarity. For a more detailed discussion,
we refer the reader to [14], [15].

2.1 Data Objects, Events, Transactions, and
Schedules

The state of a real-time system is represented by the values
of a collection of data objects. Each data object takes its
value from its domain. Events are primitive data operations
(read or write) and the same event may occur many times in
a computation. Each occurrence of an event is associated
with a time stamp whose value is the (wall-clock) time at
which the instance of the event occurs. A transaction is a
partial order of events and the same transaction may occur
many times in a computation. Each occurrence of a
transaction is called an instance of the transaction. To
distinguish between a transaction and an instance of it, we
shall use the notation �i;j to denote the jth instance of
transaction �i. The view of a transaction instance is a vector
of data object values such that the ith component is the
value read by the ith read event instance of the transaction
instance [22].

A schedule over a set of transactions is a partial order of
event instances such that each event instance is issued by
one transaction instance. The ordering of event instances in
a schedule must be consistent with the event ordering as
specified by the transaction set. In a real-time computation,
the partial ordering of event instances in a schedule is
induced by the time stamps of event instances at different
sites. A serial schedule is a sequence of transaction instances
(i.e., a schedule in which the transaction instances are
totally ordered).

2.2 Similarity, Strong Similarity, and
Correctness of Schedules

2.2.1 Similarity

The value of a data object that models an entity in the real
world cannot in general be updated continuously to

perfectly track the dynamics of the real-world entity. The
time needed to perform an update alone necessarily
introduces a time delay which means that the value of a
data object cannot be instantaneously the same as the
corresponding real-world entity. Fortunately, it is often
unnecessary for data values to be perfectly up-to-date or
precise to be useful. In particular, data values of a data
object that are slightly different are often interchangeable as
read data for transactions. This observation underlies the
concept of similarity among data values.

Similarity is a binary relation on the domain of a data
object. Every similarity relation is reflexive and symmetric,
but not necessarily transitive. Different transactions can
have different similarity relations on the same data object
domain. Two views of a transaction are similar iff every read
event in both views uses similar values with respect to the
transaction. We say that two values of a data object are similar
if all transactions which may read them consider them as
similar. In a schedule, we say that two event instances are
similar if they are of the same type and access similar values
of the same data object. We say that two database states are
similar if the corresponding values of every data object in
the two states are similar.

A minimal restriction on the similarity relation that
makes it interesting for concurrency control is the require-
ment that it is preserved by every transaction, i.e., if a
transaction T maps database state s to state t and state s0 to
t0, then t and t0 are similar if s and s0 are similar. We say that
a similarity relation is regular if it is preserved by all
transactions. We are interested in regular similarity rela-
tions only.

2.2.2 Strong Similarity

The definition of regular similarity only requires a
similarity relation to be preserved by every transaction, so
that the input value of a transaction can be swapped with
another in a schedule if the two values are related by a
regular similarity relation. Unless a similarity relation is
also transitive, in which case it is an equivalence relation, it
is, in general, incorrect to swap events an arbitrary number
of times in a schedule. For example, let v1, v2, and v3 be
three values of a data object such that v1 and v2 are similar,
as are v2 and v3. A transaction instance reading v1 as input
will produce similar output as one that reads v2 as input.
Likewise, the same transaction reading v2 as input will
produce similar output as one that reads v3 as input.
However, there is no guarantee that the output of the
transaction reading v1 as input will be similar to one
reading v3 as input since v1 and v3 may not be related under
the regular similarity relation. Swapping events two or
more times in a schedule may result in a transaction reading
a value that is not similar to the input value before event
swapping and, hence, the output of the transaction may not
be similar to that before swapping.

The notion of strong similarity was introduced in [14],
[15] which has the property that swapping similar events in
a schedule will always preserve similarity in the output.
This notion is motivated by the observation that the state
information of many real-time systems is “volatile,” i.e.,
they are designed in such a way that system state is
determined completely by the history of the recent past,
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e.g., the velocity and acceleration of a vehicle are computed
from the last several values of the vehicle’s position from
the position sensor. Unless events in a schedule may be
swapped in such a way that a transaction reads a value that
is derived from the composition of a long chain of
transactions that extends way into the past, a suitable
similarity relation may be chosen such that output
similarity is preserved by limiting the “distance” between
inputs that may be read by a transaction before and after
swapping similar events in a schedule. For the purpose of
this paper, it suffices to note that, if two events in a schedule
are strongly similar (i.e., they are either both writes or both
reads, and the two data values involved are strongly
similar), then they can always be swapped in a schedule
without violating data consistency requirements.

2.2.3 Correctness of Schedules

Corresponding to the notions of final-state serializability,

view serializability, and conflict serializability in conven-

tional database theory, we introduced in [14], [15] the

notions of final-state, view, and conflict �-serializability. In

this paper, we adopt view �-serializability as the correctness

criterion for consistency management since, without speci-

fying input/output transactions, the notion of a final state is

incompatible with a real-time system. Other correctness

criteria have been proposed for different purposes and

application areas [6], [8], [9], [17], [26]. For a comparison,

interested readers are referred to [14], [15]. Below, we give

the definition of view �-serializability.

Definition 1 [15], [16] View Similar. Two schedules are view-
similar iff

1. They are over the same set of transaction instances.
2. They transform (strongly) similar initial database states

into similar database states under any interpretation.
3. Every transaction instance has similar views in both

schedules for any initial state and under any
interpretation.

It is clear that, if a schedule is view-equivalent to another

schedule, then it is view-similar to that schedule, but the

converse may not hold. Note that the view-similarity

relation between schedules is reflexive and symmetric but

not necessarily transitive. A schedule is view �-serializable

iff it is view-similar to a serial schedule.
Notice that similarity bounds (relations) are used to

justify the logical correctness of schedules, while “real-
time” consistency constraints such as external consistency,
temporal consistency, and dynamic consistency explored in
the literature, e.g., [14], [15], [17], [20], [30], are used to
measure the timeliness of real-time data. In other words,
similarity relations consider values of data objects,
whereas the consistency constraints mentioned above
consider the time tags (ages) of data values, which are
often enforced by assigning proper timing requirements
to processes. For more detailed discussion, we refer
readers to [14], [15], [17], [20], [30].

Suppose two schedules � and �0 have the same event set
E, � and �# are a strong similarity relation and a regular
similarity relation for both � and �0. We say that �0 is a

derived schedule of � if for any read event that appears in �

and �0, the two corresponding write events in � and �0 read

by the read event are strongly similar in � and the last write

events which update the same data object in � and �0 are

strongly similar in �.
We need the following theorem to justify the correctness

of the scheduling policies to be introduced in the next

section.

Theorem 1 [15], [16]. Suppose two schedules � and �0 have the

same event set E, � and �# are, respectively, a strong

similarity relation and a regular similarity relation for both �

and �0. If �0 is a derived schedule of �, then � and �0 are view-

similar under �#, i.e., � and �0 transform similar states

(under �) into similar states (under �#).

3 SSP (SIMILARITY STACK PROTOCOL)

Similarity is an inherently application-dependent concept

and we expect the application engineer to define it for

specific applications. In many real-time applications, it is

often acceptable to use an older value of a sensor as input to

a calculation, instead of waiting for a more up-to-date

value. This is possible because the physics of the application

may be such that changes in sensor reading over a short

interval of time are so small as to be insignificant to the

calculation. This observation provides us with the needed

connection between similarity and timing constraints

governing data access.
Specifically, we assume that the application semantics

allows us to derive a similarity bound for each data object

such that two write events on the data object must be

strongly similar if their time-stamps differ by an amount no

greater than the similarity bound, i.e., all instances of write

events on the same object that occur in any interval shorter

than the similarity bound can be swapped in the (untimed)

schedule without violating consistency requirements. No-

tice that the existence of a similarity bound does not imply

that the similarity relation is transitive since event swap-

ping is based on (wall-clock) time values and not on the

relative positions of events in a schedule. The existence of a

similarity bound provides more freedom in event schedul-

ing, whereas two conflicting transactions must be totally

ordered to preserve serializability; they need not be if their

conflicting events occur in an interval shorter than the

similarity bound and can therefore be executed concur-

rently. To take advantage of the expanded concurrency, we

introduce the Similarity Stack Protocol (SSP).
We shall not concern ourselves with the derivation of

similarity bounds in this paper. We assume that sufficiently

stringent timing constraints are imposed on transactions

that update data objects, and the timing constraints are to be

enforced by the real-time OS schedulers. There are two

questions of interest to us: 1) How do we ensure that our

real-time data access protocol does indeed produce correct

schedules vis-a-vis view �-serializability? 2) How efficient is

our protocol in meeting application timing constraints? Let

us first describe the SSP protocol.
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3.1 The Basic Strategy

The basic strategy of the SSP protocol can be summarized as
follows: Transactions are normally scheduled according to
their priorities which can be dynamic (e.g., earliest-dead-
line-first) or static (e.g., as determined by the Rate
Monotonic Assignment algorithm), with the provision that
transaction execution follows the stack discipline, i.e., if
transaction B starts after transaction A, then A cannot
resume until after B finishes. However, no transaction is
allowed to start execution if it conflicts with another
transaction that has already started but not committed such
that the conflicting read/write events may not be arbitrarily
swapped under the similarity relation in the following way.

Suppose two events e1 and e2 conflict with each other.
Let e1 and e2 be the write events w2 and w3, respectively. If
their write values are similar under the similarity bound as
shown in Fig. 1, these two events are similar and it does not
matter the result of which write is read by subsequent read
events. Suppose e1 and e2 are, respectively, the write event
w2 and the read event r in Fig. 1. For their relative ordering
to be unimportant, there must exist an earlier write event
whose write value is similar to the write value of w2 under
the similarity bound. If this is the case, as is shown in Fig. 1,
then it does not matter which write value the read event r
reads. The same argument applies to the case where e1 and
e2 are a read event and a write event, respectively.

Conflicting transactions cannot block one another as long
as their event conflicts can be resolved by appealing to the
similarity bound as shown above. To prevent deadlocks
and unlimited blocking, however, the SSP protocol does not
allow a transaction to start before all higher-priority
transactions have completed.

3.2 Data Structure and Mechanism

To increase concurrency, we adopt the atomic data set
concept of [24] and partition the transactions into disjoint
subsets which we call interactive sets such that no two
transactions from different interactive sets may conflict.
However, we do not require transactions in an interactive
set to run exclusively on one processor. Every jth interactive
set on each ith processor is associated with two variables:

. rni;j denotes the number of scheduled but uncom-
mitted transaction instances in the jth interactive set
on the ith processor.

. accui;j denotes the sum of the computation time of
transaction instances scheduled on the ith processor
since the time at which the earliest scheduled but
uncommitted transaction instance in the jth inter-
active set on the ith processor was first scheduled.

For example, suppose � is a schedule of three transac-
tions �1, �2, and �3 on one processor as shown in Fig. 2. Let �1

and �2 be in the first interactive set and �3 be in the second
interactive set. Suppose �1, �2, and �3 have computation
requirements 1, 2, and 3, respectively. As shown in Fig. 2, �3

which starts execution after �2 committed is running at
time t. Since �1 is preempted by �2 and has not committed,
there is one scheduled but uncommitted transaction
instance in the first interactive set on the first processor.
Therefore, rn1;1 ¼ 1 and accu1;1 ¼ 6 at time t according to
the above definitions.

Conceptually, we shall assume the existence of a stack
for each processor. We call it the preemption stack of the
processor. When a transaction instance is scheduled on a
processor, it is pushed onto the top of the preemption stack.
At any time, the transaction instance at the top of a
preemption stack is the one being executed on the
processor. A transaction instance preempts another transac-
tion instance by being pushed on top of the latter on the
preemption stack. When a transaction instance commits, it
is popped off from the top of its preemption stack.
Intuitively, accui;j is a measure of the temporal depth of the
ith stack for the jth interactive set.

The key idea of the SSP protocol is to use the preemption
stacks to restrict the maximum time interval spanning two
conflicting transaction instances that may overlap in their
execution. Since the preemption stack contains all the
transactions that have started execution but not committed,
enforcing a bound on the temporal depth of the preemption
stacks achieves the desired effect. For each preemption
stack, we shall use a different bound for every interactive
set, which we called the recency bound for the interactive set.
We now determine the relationship between the recency
bounds and the similarity bounds of the data objects.

Suppose sbx is a similarity bound for data object x so that
any two writes on x within an interval shorter than sbx are
interchangeable and strongly similar. We define a W-recency
bound !x which is the upper bound to be enforced by the
SSP protocol on the temporal distance between two write
events on x which belong to overlapping transaction
instances. Obviously, the choice of !x is constrained by
!x � sbx. We also define a R-recency bound �x which is the
upper bound to be enforced by the SSP protocol on the
temporal distance between a read and a write event on x
which belong to overlapping transaction instances. Suppose
the read and write events in question are rx and wx, and rx
occurs before wx. If we want to swap rx and wx without
violating the correctness criterion, the write event, call it w0x
that rx reads from must be sufficiently close to wx so that
these two write events are strongly similar (see Fig. 1).
Specifically, if there is an update transaction on x which is
scheduled at least once every px time units, then the two
write events are strongly similar if the distance between the
two write events wx and w0x is at most sbx and sbx � 2px.
(Here, we assume that, in the absence of additional
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application information, the update transaction may actu-
ally perform the write operation on x anywhere inside a
period of px time units and, hence, a read event may read
from a write event almost 2px time units away.) Since we
assume that the maximum distance between a read event rx
and the write event w0x it reads from is 2px, we have
sbx � �x þ 2px. Hence, �x is constrained by �x � sbx ÿ 2px.

For the jth interactive set of transaction, we assign a
W-recency bound !j and a R-recency bound �j which are
the minimum of, respectively, the W-recency bounds and
R-recency bounds of objects accessed by transactions in the
jth interactive set. The basic scheduling problem is to
enforce these bounds for every interactive set. This can be
done simply by blocking any transaction whose execution
may cause the sum accui;j þ accuk;j to exceed !j or �j for
some i and k. To see why this works, notice that accui;j þ
accuk;j is an upper bound on the length of an interval
spanning two overlapping transaction instances.

If we cannot predict the arrival of transaction requests,

the only safe way to maintain the above condition is to keep

accui;j to not exceed minfb�j2c; b
!j
2 cg so that the stacks cannot

grow unexpectedly in the future. As an example, consider a

transaction instance �7 which preempts the transaction

instance �5 unexpectedly at time t0 as shown in Fig. 3 such

that the sum of these two stack depths becomes larger than

the W-recency bound at time t0, although it is less than the

W-recency bound at time t. Therefore, minfb�j2c; b
!j
2 cg should

be considered as a bound on the depth of the stack for the

jth interactive set. We use �j ¼ minfb�j2c; b
!j
2 cg to denote the

recency bound for the jth interactive set.

3.2.1 Calculation of Recency Bounds �i

Given a similarity bound sbx for a data object objx, let !x
and �x be its W-recency bound and R-recency bound,

respectively. Suppose px is the minimum period among the

update transactions of objx. The recency bound �x ¼
minfb�x2 c; b

!x
2 cg can be easily maximized by having !x ¼

sbx and �x ¼ sbx ÿ 2px. In this case, �x ¼ bsbxÿ2px
2 c.

The recency bound �j of the jth interactive set is the
minimum recency bound of data objects accessed in the
jth interactive set. Notice that, if sbx � 2px, then SSP
guarantees that data object objx will be accessed exclusively
because �j � 0.

3.3 The Scheduling Policy and Examples

Initially, rni;j ¼ accui;j ¼ 0 for all i; j. The recency bounds �i
of the interactive sets are calculated as defined above.

Priorities of transactions are assigned as required. If a
dynamic priority assignment such as earliest-deadline-first
is used, then the priorities of transactions will change at run
time according to the priority assignment policy.

3.3.1 Scheduling Rules

An unscheduled transaction instance �x;y with computation
requirement cx in the jth interactive set can be scheduled on
the ith processor if the following conditions are all satisfied.

1. �x;y has the highest priority among all unscheduled
transactions across all processors and has a higher
priority than all scheduled transactions on its
assigned processor.

2. ðaccui;k þ cxÞ � �k, for any k (including j) such that
rni;k � 1.

3. cx � �j for any k 6¼ i such that rnk;j � 1.
4. accuk;j � �j for any k 6¼ i such that rnk;j � 1.

These rules can be interpreted as follows: The first rule
ensures that the transaction instance under consideration
has the highest priority among all pending transactions to
preempt the scheduled transactions. The second rule
enforces the strategy that conflicting events of overlapping
transaction instances must be sufficiently close together in
time, as discussed above. The third and fourth rules take
care of the boundary condition of the rule 2 when there is a
scheduled instance of a transaction whose computation
time is greater than the recency bound. The third rule
prevents the ith stack from growing over the appropriate
recency bounds if there exists any active (scheduled but
uncommitted) transaction instance in the jth interactive set
running on other processors. The fourth rule ensures that
any kth stack whose accuk;j is over the recency bound �j
should prevent the scheduling of any transaction from the
jth interactive set on other processors, including the ith
processor.

Notice that, if there is no transaction with computation
time greater than the recency bound of its interactive set,
then there is no need to check rules 3 and 4 because rule 2
ensures that no preemption stack can grow bigger than the
recency bound of any interactive set.

3.3.2 The Maintenance of Scheduling Parameters

If an unscheduled transaction instance �x;y with computa-
tion requirement cx in the jth interactive set is scheduled at
time t on the ith processor, rni;j and accui;j are updated as
follows:

. accui;k ¼ accui;k þ cx, when rni;k � 1 for any k 6¼ j.

. If rni;j ¼ 0, then accui;j ¼ cx; otherwise, accui;j ¼
accui;j þ cx.

. rni;j ¼ rni;j þ 1.

When a scheduled transaction instance �x;y in the
jth interactive set commits on the ith processor, rni;j and
accui;j are updated as follows:

. If rni;j ¼ 1, then rni;j ¼ accui;j ¼ 0; otherwise,
rni;j ¼ rni;j ÿ 1.

Example 1. Scheduling four transactions on two processors:
We illustrate the working of SSP by an example. Suppose
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there are four transactions �1, �2, �3, and �4 in a two-
processor environment. Let �1, �2, �3, and �4 have
computation requirements 1, 2, 1, and 2, respectively,
and let them have the same period 5. Suppose �1 conflicts
with �2, �2 conflicts with �3, and �3 conflicts with �4.
According to our Similarity Stack Policy (SSP), these four
transactions are in the same interactive set. For a typical
similarity bound, we assume that the application permits
data updates to be missed by one cycle, as is the case in
many avionic software systems. As shown in Fig. 4, this
can be taken to mean that data values shall remain valid
for three periods. Thus, we can reasonably assume that a
similarity bound of this interactive set is 15. Then, the
recency bound of their interactive set is 2:5 from the
formulas for W-recency and R-recency.

For comparison, let us first schedule these transac-
tions according to the Priority Ceiling Protocol (PCP) [28]
and the Stack Resource Policy (SRP) [2].2 Without loss of
generality, let �1, �2, �3, and �4 have fixed priorities 4, 3, 2,
and 1, respectively, and have preemption levels 4, 3, 2,
and 1, respectively. When �i is scheduled, the system
priority ceiling and system preemption level are raised to
i. As shown in Fig. 5, every execution of them prevents
others from executing because of the high priority ceiling
and preemption level. Therefore, it is unavoidable to
have some transactions miss their timing constraints.
However, SSP can successfully schedule them because
more concurrency is allowed on account of similarity,
and processor utilization is effectively raised. The
execution of these transactions can complete at time 4,
as shown in Fig. 6.

3.4 Properties of SSP

Theorem 2. Every schedule allowed by the Similarity Stack
Protocol (SSP) is view �-serializable.

Proof. The proof follows directly from Theorem 1 if there
exists a serial schedule �0 which is a derived schedule of
an arbitrary schedule � generated by SSP. According to
the definition of derived schedule, � and �0 must satisfy the
following two requirements: 1) all write events read by
every read event in � and �0 must be strongly similar in �
and 2) the last write events on every data object in � and
�0 must be strongly similar in �. In the following, we
shall prove that there exists a sequence of event swaps
from � to some serial schedule �0 such that the
requirements of a derived schedule are preserved at
every step in the sequence.

Two transaction instances are executed concurrently
in schedule � if they are on some preemption stacks
simultaneously. By construction, SSP only allows trans-
action instances to be executed concurrently if they share

no data objects or all of their conflicting events are
strongly similar. Transaction instances which are not
scheduled concurrently in � are serialized.

Since the conflicting write events of concurrently
executing transaction instances in � are strongly similar,
they can be swapped in any way without violating the
second requirement of a derived schedule. Likewise, a
conflicting read event and a conflicting write event of
two concurrently executing transaction instances in � can
be swapped in any way without violating the first
requirement of a derived schedule because they are
strongly similar. More importantly, instances of all write
events on the same data object that occur in any interval
shorter than the similarity bound can be swapped in a
untimed schedule without violating consistency require-
ments. Thus, swapping such write events will not violate
the first requirement of a derived schedule. Therefore,
conflicting events of concurrently executing transaction
instances can be swapped in any order. Since noncon-
flicting events can also be swapped in any order, events
of concurrently executing transactions can be swapped
in any order. In other words, concurrently executing
transaction instances can be serialized in any order. As
indicated above, transaction instances which are not
scheduled concurrently in � are already serialized.
Therefore, � can be serialized by swapping events of
concurrently executing transaction instances in any
order. tu

Lemma 1. No deadlock can occur under SSP.

Proof. This follows directly from the fact that transaction

instances will not be blocked by lower priority transac-

tion instances once they are scheduled (stack discipline)

and a transaction instance cannot be scheduled unless all

higher-priority transactions are scheduled. tu
Lemma 2. No transaction instance can be blocked by lower

priority transaction instances more than maxf�i; cjg for all i; j,

where �i is the recency bound of the ith interactive set and cj is

the computation requirement of transaction �j.
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2. Notice that PCP and SRP are originally designed for single processor
systems. Hence, comparing them with SSP may not be germane.

Fig. 4. Validity of data values.

Fig. 5. Schedules of PCP and SRP.

Fig. 6. A schedule of SSP.



Proof. Since no transaction instance is blocked by lower
priority transaction instances once it is scheduled, its
maximum priority inversion time is no larger than the
maximum stack depth, i.e., maxf�i; cjg for all i; j. This is
because the stack depth is the maximum computation
time consumed by lower-priority transaction instances
which are already scheduled and may prevent higher-
priority transactions from being scheduled. tu

Corollary 1. Suppose there is only one interactive set and � �
minðcjÞ for any computation requirement cj of any transaction
�j. Then, no transaction instance can be blocked by more than
one lower-priority transaction instance.

Proof. Follows directly from Lemma 2. tu

To derive a schedulability bound for the SSP protocol,
we introduce the concept of a harmonic chain and state a
theorem by Kuo and Mok which is an extension of a well-
known result of Liu and Layland [18] in scheduling.

Let S be the set of periods (positive numbers) of a set T of
periodic processes. A subset R of S is said to be a harmonic
base of the process set T if there is a partition, say ÿ, of S into
jRj subsets such that: 1) each member of R is the smallest
element in exactly one member of the partition ÿ and 2) if x
and y are two elements in the same member of the partition
ÿ, then either x divides y or y divides x. We call each subset
in the partition ÿ a harmonic chain.

Theorem 3 [13]. Let T be a set of periodic independent processes
and let K be the size of a harmonic base of T . If the utilization
factor of T is smaller than Kð21

K ÿ 1Þ, then T is schedulable by
a preemptive fixed priority scheduler.

The following theorem establishes a schedulability
bound for SSP.

Theorem 4. Suppose a transaction set T ¼ f�1; �2; � � � ; �ng is
listed in increasing order of their periods pis. A transaction �i
is schedulable by SSP under the rate monotonic priority
assignment if

Xi
j¼1

cj
pj

 !
þ bi
pi
� Kð21

K ÿ 1Þ;

where K is the size of the harmonic base of T and bi ¼
maxf�j; ckg for all j; k, where �j is the recency bound of the
jth interactive set and ck is the computation requirement of
transaction �k.

Proof. By accounting for the blocking time as an additional
computation requirement of �i, the correctness of this
proof follows directly from Theorem 3. tu

4 SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS

4.1 Measures and Methodologies

In the last section, we presented an analytic schedulability
bound for the SSP protocol. This bound cannot be directly
compared with the similar bounds that have been obtained
for the well-studied Priority Ceiling Protocol (PCP) [28],
[29] and Stack Resource Policy (SRP) [2] since the blocking
factors in the formulas involve different types of parameters.
Nevertheless, we would like to investigate quantitatively

how the concept of similarity may be used to improve the
schedulability of typical real-time transaction workloads.
Our simulation experiments compared the performance of
the SSP, PCP, and SRP protocols, in both single and
multiple processor environments. While there is no sig-
nificant difference in performance in the case of a single-
processor environment, SSP performs substantially better
than both PCP and SRP in a multiprocessor environment.
Intuitively, this is to be expected since the use of locks in
PCP and SRP tends to artificially serialize computations
whereas SSP uses no locks at all!

Our experiments were conducted over hundreds of
periodic transaction sets executed in a shared-memory
multiprocessor environment. Exclusive locks were used in
the implementations of the PCP and SRP protocols, since, as
indicated in [29], the maximum priority inversion may
quickly deteriorate if some data locks, such as read-locks,
are not exclusive. This is because a high-priority update
transaction may have to wait for more than one lower-
priority query transaction. We also required every transac-
tion to lock all of data objects it accesses before performing
its computation and to release all of its locks after the
transaction commits or aborts. This ensures that the serial-
izability requirement is satisfied in the PCP protocol. It
turned out that SRP behaves in the same way as PCP with
rate monotonic priority assignment (RMS) since SRP
requires a transaction to obtain all of its data objects
(resources) before performing its computation. In the
experiments, the similarity bounds of data objects (inter-
active sets) were chosen as multiples of the minimum
period of their update transactions, instead of the max-
imum, so as not to unduly bias the results towards SSP
since a large similarity bound usually implies better
schedulability.

There were two parts in our experiments. The first part
consisted of more realistic workloads and included transac-
tion sets based on [3], [4], [22]; the second part included
transaction sets generated by a normal distribution generator
and by a random number generator and provided a more
general and unbiased comparison of SSP and PCP/SRP. For
each workload, the following protocols were exercised:
SSP(RMS), SSP(EDF), PCP(RMS), SRP(RMS), and SRP(EDF),
where X(EDF), X(RMS) means protocol X with, respectively,
dynamic priority assignment by earliest-deadline-first and
fixed priority assignment by the rate monotonic algorithm.
For each protocol, every transaction set of various utilization
factors was simulated from time 0 to time equal to the
least common multiple of the periods of the transactions in
the set. The simulation of each transaction set started with a
utilization factor equal to 1 percent and increased by
1 percent at a time until the transaction set becomes
unschedulable by the chosen protocol. The highest utiliza-
tion factor schedulable by the chosen protocol for the
transaction set is recorded and is referred to as the schedulable
utilization factor of the transaction set by the protocol. The
utilization factor of a transaction set was increased by
adjusting the computation requirements of transactions
according to the chosen utilization factor.

The improvement ratio of SSP(RMS/EDF) against
PCP(RMS) and SRP(RMS/EDF) was computed as follows:
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If the schedulable utilization factor of SSP(RMS/EDF) and

PCP(RMS) or SRP(RMS/EDF) are x percent and y percent

for a transaction set, respectively, then the improvement

ratio of SSP(RMS/EDF) is xÿy
y for the transaction set. Note

that minor factors such as the order of equal-priority

transaction instances in a priority queue may slightly affect

the schedulability of transaction sets. The results reported

in the bar graphs were averages over hundreds of

transaction sets.

4.2 Generic Avionics Platform

In the first part, the transaction sets were based on [3],

[4], [22]. The first transaction set was based on Tables 1

and 2 in [22] which illustrates the timing constraints and

data flow of processes in a generic avionics platform [22],

respectively. We made some minor changes which

included removing jitter requirements and transforming

sporadic processes into periodic processes. The first test

set had 18 periodic transactions and nine data objects,

where some data objects had multiple update transac-
tions. As shown in Fig. 7, SSP, PCP, and SRP performed
equally well over various similarity bounds. As expected,
SSP had no advantage in transaction scheduling in a
single-processor environment. Note that with similarity
bound =“2 * period,” SSP is reduced into a nearly serial
scheduler. Depending on the access pattern of data
objects and the periods of update transactions in a
transaction set, SSP may behave exactly like a serial
scheduler which is what happens in this case. We think
that the reasons why the schedulable utilization factor of
SSP(EDF) with similarity bound equal to “4 *period” was
0.97 percent instead of 100 percent was caused by the
order of equal-priority transaction instances in a priority
queue or by the extra preemptions allowed by the large
similarity bound.

4.3 HARM Low Cost Seeker

The second transaction set was an abstraction of a sanitized
version of the HARM Low Cost Seeker system (HARM
LCS) [3], [4]. It consisted of 32 transactions running on three
processors. The transactions shared 48 data objects and
were presumed to be periodic. Transactions in HARM LCS
were tightly coupled and many data objects were updated
by more than one transaction. As shown in Figs. 8 and 9,
SSP(RMS) with similarity bounds equal to “2 * period”
(which is a serial scheduler in this case) performed equally
badly as PCP(RMS) and SRP(RMS). When EDF priority
assignment was used, SSP(EDF) with similarity bounds
equal to “2 * period” performed slightly worse than
SRP(EDF) because SSP(EDF) in this case serialized the
computation, but SRP(EDF) did make use of some degree of
concurrency in the 3-processor environment. However,
SSP(RMS/EDF) started improving the schedulability of
the transaction sets substantially when the similarity
bounds were over “2 *periods;” the improvement ratio of
SSP(RMS/EDF) soared to 36.36 percent (42.5 percent) when
the similarity bounds were “3 * period” or “4 * period.” This
is because the transactions in HARM LCS interacted with
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Fig. 7. The schedulable utilization factor of Generic Avionics Platform

over various similarity bounds.

Fig. 8. The schedulable utilization factor of HARM LSC over various similarity bounds.



one another heavily so that PCP and SRP both could take
very little advantage of the multiprocessor. A transaction
executing on one processor frequently forced the other two
processors into idle status under PCP and SRP. On the
contrary, SSP allowed conflicting transactions to run on
different processors simultaneously and, therefore, im-
proved the schedulability of the transaction set.

4.4 Randomly Generated Transaction Sets

The second part of our experiments simulated the execution
of transaction sets executing on one, two, or four processors
where the parameters were generated by a normal
distribution function and a random number generator.
The average number of transactions per processor was five.
When a normal distribution function was used, the variance
was 2. Transactions were first distributed to the processors
by using the chosen distributions. Periods of transactions
were then chosen in a range from 2 to 50; 000. In order to
scale down the least common multiple of the periods, we
exploited the idea of harmonic chains [13], and used a
smaller average number of transactions. This way, we
reduced the least common multiple of the periods (which
can easily be very large) and made it possible to complete a
simulation that would otherwise be impossible. The
number of harmonic chains in a transaction set was selected
by a normal distribution function or a random number
generator, where the ratio of the number of harmonic chains
and the number of transactions in a transaction set was
selected from a range of ratios from 0:1 to 0:25 [3], [4], [12],
[22]. When a transaction was assigned a harmonic chain, its
period was selected from a “base” range from 1 to 1; 000 if
the harmonic chain had no transaction; otherwise, it was
assigned the product of the largest period in the harmonic
chain so far and a number selected from a “factor” range of
2 and 50. If the product was over 50; 000, its period was
selected from the periods of transactions in the same
harmonic chain. Thus, transactions were more likely to have
larger periods under a normal distribution function because
the generator was more likely to hit periods in the middle of
a harmonic chain in our experimental data. On the contrary,
a random number generator scattered choices equally over
periods in a harmonic chain. Note that the above period

selection process was further randomized such that a
transaction had no privilege to choose periods over others.
Finally, the computation requirement and deadlines of
transactions were selected by the chosen generator.

The average number of data objects per processor ranged
from four to 12. The average number of data objects read
and written by a transaction were four and two, respec-
tively. The data objects accessed by a transaction were
chosen by a normal distribution function or a random
number generator. In general, transactions in a transactions
set generated by a normal distribution function generator
were more likely to share common data objects, i.e., they
had more resource competition and a smaller set of
accessed data sets than that generated by a random number
generator.

Because the results are very similar, only the improve-
ment ratios of SSP(RMS) against PCP(RMS) and SRP(RMS)
are reported here.

Fig. 10 summarizes the experimental results of transac-
tion sets generated by a normal distribution function.
Transactions were executed from time 0 to time equal to
their least common multiple of the periods. Fig. 10 indicates
that SSP started improving the schedulability of transaction
sets when the similarity bounds are larger than “2 *period.”
It is obvious that the improvement ratio of SSP soared
rapidly as similarity bounds or the number of processors
increased. However, there is an abnormal phenomenon in
Fig. 10 where SSP substantially outperformed PCP and SRP
in scheduling transaction sets on one processor, especially
when similarity bounds were equal to “2 * period.” Several
factors contributed to this. As mentioned above, a normal
distribution function tends to assign transactions larger
periods and, therefore, larger similarity bounds. With the
average number of transactions per processor set to a small
number (five), this effect became dominant in single-
processor cases. This is why the improvement ratio of SSP
in scheduling transaction sets on one processor was so
good. However, the high improvement ratio of SSP with
similarity bounds equal to “2 * period” is a vexing question
because SSP may be reduced to a nearly serial scheduler. By
carefully studying the experimental data, we noticed that
there was a transaction set without write events, and it
alone contributed to the high improvement ratio of SSP
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similarity Bounds.

Fig. 10. The improvement ratio of transaction sets generated by a

normal distribution function over various of similarity bounds.



with similarity bounds equal to “2 * period,” where a read-
only transaction set has infinitely large similarity bounds.
This phenomenon suggests that the improvement ratio of
SSP is more likely to increase substantially when data
objects have fewer update transactions.

Fig. 11 summarizes the experimental results of the

transaction sets generated by a random number generator.

As expected, the improvement ratio of SSP also soared as

the similarity bounds or the number of processors

increased. The reason why the improvement ratio of SSP

with similarity bounds equal to “2 * period” on two

processors was -0.0623 percent is that some transactions in

two transaction sets of the experiments had huge computa-

tion requirements. Once they were scheduled by SSP, their

computation requirements simply caused the depths of the

preemption stacks to exceed the recency bound of any

interactive set, preventing the transactions with smaller

periods from being scheduled. Thus, lower schedulable

utilization factors by SSP resulted and, hence, lower

averaged improvement ratios of SSP were observed in

the 2-processor cases. Although we did not generate the

same type of transaction sets in the 4-processor cases, we

did expect the existence of such sets because a random

number generator should yield a uniform distribution over

a wide range of periods/computation requirements for

transactions.

In general, we believe that the improvement ratios of SSP

over PCP and SRP should be higher in scheduling

transaction sets generated by a normal distribution function

because a normal distribution function is more likely to let

transactions share common data objects, i.e., transactions

tend to have heavy resource competition and have larger

similarity bounds. PCP and SRP are more prone to serialize

transaction executions when the transactions are more

likely to share common data objects. This is not the case

in SSP because other factors such as the values of similarity

bounds are equally important in deciding the behavior.

Fig. 12 shows the average improvement ratios of Figs. 10

and 11, and that, in general, the improvement ratios of SSP

soar as the similarity bounds or the number of processors

increases. From the trend of the improvement ratios, it is

likely that SSP will perform substantially better than PCP

and SRP in multiprocessor environments.

5 AUTONOMOUS MULTIPROCESSOR SCHEDULING

Although the Similarity Stack Protocol (SSP) we have
discussed so far shows promising results, the scheduling

decision on a processor still depends on the execution state

(the preemption stack) of other processors, just as it is with

the Priority Ceiling Protocol or Stack Resource Policy. In
this section, we present a modified SSP which allows

independent scheduling of transactions across processors

under some reasonable assumptions.

5.1 Assumption, Policies, and Properties

Given a transaction set T ¼ f�1; � � � ; �ng, the independent

scheduling of transactions across processors can be
achieved if the computation requirement ci of every

transaction �i is no larger than the recency bound �j of its

interactive set. This assumption is likely to be true in many

real-time applications, in view of the fact that the computa-
tion requirement of a real-time transaction is often relatively

small compared to its period.
We call the modified SSP the Multiprocessor Similarity

Stack Protocol (MSSP). MSSP is almost the same as SSP

except for minor changes in its scheduling rules.

5.1.1 Scheduling Rules

An unscheduled transaction instance �x;y with computation

requirement cx in the jth interactive set can be scheduled on
the ith processor if the following conditions are all satisfied:

1. �x;y has the highest priority among all unscheduled
transaction instances on the ith processor and has a
higher priority than all scheduled transaction in-
stances on the ith processor.

2. ðaccui;k þ cxÞ � �k, for any k (including j) such that
rni;k � 1.

The same properties of SSP that we listed in Section 3
also hold for MSSP, except that the least upper bound of the

utilization factor is now dependent on the processor

allocation policy. However, if transactions are preallocated
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Fig. 11. The improvement ratio of transaction sets generated by a

random number generator over various similarity bounds.
Fig. 12. The improvement ratio of randomly generated transaction sets

over various similarity bounds.



by an application and the assumption of MSSP is satisfied,

then Corollary 1 should be removed and Theorem 4 should

be changed as follows: Notice that the interactive sets of a

given application and their recency bounds should be

defined with respect to the whole transaction set in the

application.

Theorem 5. Given a transaction set T ¼ f�1; �2; � � � ; �ng,
suppose Ti is the set of transactions which are assigned the

same processor as �i. Let T 0i be a subset of Ti whose

transactions have higher or equal priority than �i and let ISi
be a collection of interactive sets to which transactions in Ti
belongs. A transaction �i is schedulable by MSSP under the

rate monotonic priority assignment if

X
�j2T 0i

cj
pj

0@ 1Aþ bi
pi
� K 2

1
K ÿ 1

� �
;

where K is the size of the harmonic base of Ti and

bi ¼ maxj2ISif�jg.

Finally, we mention that SSP is really a class of protocols

since the recency bounds can be tuned.

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed the SSP (Similarity Stack

Protocol), a class of data access protocols for real-time

applications where serializability is too strict a criterion for

correctness. Our protocols are based on the concept of

similarity which is used routinely on an ad hoc basis by

application engineers to provide more flexibility in

concurrency control. We show that every schedule

generated by our scheduling policies is view similar to

some serial schedule [14], [15] and is thus logically correct.

SSP schedules also enjoy limited priority inversion and at

most two context switches per transaction.
With a proper implementation (not using the conceptual

scheme described in this paper), the SSP scheduling policies

provide lower overhead in scheduling than the Priority

Ceiling Protocol or Stack Resource Policy. In our simulation

experiments, our scheduling protocol improves the sche-

dulability of real-time transaction workloads in many cases.

Our results also suggest that SSP is also likely to be the

preferred technique for real-time data access control in the

multiprocessor environments, especially when transactions

are tightly coupled with many shared data objects. It is also

worth mentioning that, by exploiting the application

semantics of real-time sensory data, a contribution of this

paper is the formal justification for a class of timing

constraints that are not characterized by simple deadlines

in the usual real-time tasking models which have been a

cause for concern to some researchers.
Finally, we should mention that the basic techniques in

SSP and PCP (SRP) are really orthogonal and can be made

to complement each other. How SSP can be combined with

PCP and SRP to yield protocols that can be truly adaptive to

the resource and data-sharing requirements of a workload

is a subject for future investigation.
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